ELEVATED GREENWAY ON BOARDWALK CONSTRUCTED AWAY FROM ROAD TYPE C CONSTRUCTION IN SPA

PREFABRICATED BRIDGE ON PILES SEE DWG. 170029-5201

LAND REQUIRED TO FACILITATE GREENWAY

REINSTATE TRANSVERSE BAR MARKINGS

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION TYPE C-3 (CH 3096-3680)

CROSS SECTION AT MIDSPAN OF PROPOSED BRIDGE (CH 3715)

LEGEND:
- TYPE A CONSTRUCTION SECTION BITUMINOUS CONSTRUCTION (ALONGSIDE ROAD)
- EXISTING ROAD LEVEL
- PROPOSED GREENWAY LEVEL
- TYPE B CONSTRUCTION SECTION BITUMINOUS CONSTRUCTION (AWAY FROM ROAD)
- TYPE C CONSTRUCTION SECTION BOARDWALK CONSTRUCTION
- TYPE D CONSTRUCTION SECTION LOCAL BRIDGE
- EXISTING FOOTPATH
- PROPOSED FOOTPATH
- POSSIBLE LAND ACQUISITION
- EXISTING RIVER / WATER COURSE
- VARIES GRASS VERGE
- VARIES VERGE
- VARIES VERGE
- GRASSLAND (ABOVE INTERTIDAL ZONE) >5
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